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                            A Midsummer Night’s Dream! 
 
 This term, the whole school will be studying the play ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ by the famous 
British writer William Shakespeare. Children in years 1 and 2 will learn all about Shakespeare as a 
significant historical figure from the past and understand how he contributed to the arts, 
language and society today. Children will continue to develop as STEM experts by focusing on 
the subjects of art, design technology and engineering as they design and make props, 
costumes and even parts of the stage setting for the final performance. Children across every 
key stage in the school will become actors, dancers and all round performers as they ‘tread 
the boards’ to produce a spectacular production of this wonderful play at the end of the 

summer term! 
                                      

Key learning: 

 

Maths: Pupils in Year 1 will continue their work on measuring length and height before moving 

on to learning all about volume, weight and mass. These skills will prove very useful as they begin 

to carry out exciting work in our newly built outside areas! In Year 2, pupils will begin to learn all 

about fractions and time. Children in Year 2 will also be completing lots of revision practise 

related to addition, subtraction, multiplication and division ahead of the upcoming SATs tests which will take place 

during the month of May.  

Your class teacher will set weekly homework on Mathletics which children are encouraged to 

use regularly. This will support their learning in class and will either be related to what they 

have learnt about the week before or be revisiting some previous learning. They are also 

strongly encouraged to use Times Tables Rockstars; this is an online programme which will 

really help children to acquire and retain their knowledge of the times tables.  

 

                                                           

English:  In Year 1 this half term, children will look at the story ‘The Tunnel’ by Yorkshire born 

author Anthony Browne. They will continue to master their use of adjectives and punctuation as 

they compose stories and recounts before moving on to poetry later in the term. Children will 

also begin to explore how to join ideas together within their sentences with the use of 

conjunctions. These are all very important English skills for children to master ready for their step 

up to Year 2 next year! 

In Year 2, children will be finishing their work on ‘The BFG’ by Roald Dahl by writing shape poems 

which use powerful similes and interesting verbs. Children will then begin to look at ‘The Day the 

Crayons Quit’ by Oliver Jeffers (one of our class authors!) and use this book as inspiration for our 

work on letter writing. Children will learn all about exclamation sentences and attempt to use 

all four sentence types within their own letters. 

 

Please continue to ensure that your children complete their reading 

homework on Bug Club every week. Reading as much as possible not only 

helps to make children better readers but it also helps to improve their 

writing. 

 
PE Days: 
Year 1: Tuesday (morning) and Wednesday (afternoon)  
Year 2: Monday and Thursday  
 
 
If you have any questions, please speak to your child’s class teacher. 


